AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION/MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT

1. CONTRACT ID CODE

2. AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION NO.
P00001

3. EFF. DATE
09/05/2006

4. REQUISITION/PURCHASE REQ. NO. 0020015486

5. PROJECT NO. (If applicable)

6. ISSUED BY

Department of Homeland Security
Customs & Border Protection
1300 Pennsylvania Ave NW
NF 1310
Washington DC 20229

7. ADMINISTERED BY (If other than Item 6)

Code 2013

8. NAME AND ADDRESS OF CONTRACTOR (Name, street, county, State and Zip Code)

RAPISCAN SECURITY PRODUCTS INC

3232 WEL SEGUINDO BLVD
HAWTHORNE CA 90250

9A. AMENDMENT OF SOLICITATION NO.

9B. DATED (SEE ITEM 11)
09/09/2006

10A. MODIFICATION OF CONTRACT/ORDER NO. X ISBP1005000988

10B. DATED (SEE ITEM 13) 09/09/2006

11. THIS ITEM ONLY APPLIES TO AMENDMENTS OF SOLICITATIONS

☐ The above referenced solicitation is amended as set forth in Item 14. The hour and date specified for receipt of Offers ☐ is extended. ☐ is not extended. Offers must acknowledge receipt of this amendment prior to the hour and date specified in the solicitation as amended, by one of the following methods:

☐ By completing Item 12 and sending two copies of the amendment; (b) By acknowledging receipt of this amendment on each copy of the offer submitted; or (c) By separate letter or telegram which includes a reference to the solicitation and amendment numbers. FAILURE OF YOUR ACKNOWLEDGEMENT TO BE RECEIVED AT THE PLACE DESIGNATED FOR THE RECEIPT OF OFFERS PRIOR TO THE HOUR AND DATE SPECIFIED MAY RESULT IN REJECTION OF YOUR OFFER. In the event of the need for a change, you may submit any change in a letter or telegram prior to the opening hour and date specified.

12. ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA (If required)

13. THIS ITEM APPLIES ONLY TO MODIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS/ORDERS.

IT MODIFIES THE CONTRACT/ORDER NO. AS DESCRIBED IN ITEM 14

A. THIS CHANGE ORDER IS ISSUED PURSUANT TO: (Specify authority) THE CHANGES SET FORTH IN ITEM 14 ARE MADE IN THE CONTRACT

B. THE ABOVE NUMBERED CONTRACT/ORDER IS MODIFIED TO REFLECT THE ADMINISTRATIVE CHANGES (SUCH AS CHANGES IN PAYING OFFICE, DESCRIPTION CODE, ETC.) SET FORTH IN ITEM 14, PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY OF FAR 65.103 (9)

C. THIS SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT IS ENTERED INTO PURSUANT TO AUTHORITY OF:

☐ D. OTHER (Specify type of modification and authority)

Contract clause A.7 Option to Extend the Term of the Contract

E. IMPORTANT: Contractor ☐ is not ☒ is required to sign this document and return ☒ copies to issuing office.

14. DESCRIPTION OF AMENDMENT/MODIFICATION (Organized by HCP section headings, including solicitation/contract subject matter where feasible.)

Period of Performance

In accordance with contract clause A.7 52.217-9 Option to Extend the Term of the Contract, the Period of Performance of this contract is hereby extended from September 9, 2006, to September 8, 2007. All other terms and conditions remain the same.

(b) (6)
VICE PRESIDENT

15A. NAME AND TITLE OF SIGNER (Type or print)

(b) (6)

15B. DATE SIGNED 9/1/06

15C. SIGNED (Signature of person authorized to sign)

(b) (6)

STANDARD FORM 30 (REV. 10-83)
Prescribed by GSA FAR (48 CFR) 53.243

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

16A. NAME AND TITLE OF CONTRACTING OFFICER (Type or print)

Terence Law

16B. DATE SIGNED 8/30/06

16C. SIGNED (Signature of person authorized to sign)

(87500-03-152-0070)
PREVIOUS EDITION UNUSABLE